President’s Message…

Super storm Sandy caused cancellation of our November meeting and the continued storm related work by the NJ DFS keeps our speaker for our December meeting from attending. New Jersey Division of Fire Safety employees are still working double shifts in order to inspect homes that have no power. Once the home is approved power can be restored.

I will be presenting an update to NFPA 72®: The National Fire Alarm and Signaling Code which will focus on the changes to the code for 2013.

To date Sandy was the most severe and destructive storm to ever hit the Jersey Shore and left a record-high price tag: $29.4 billion in damages. The Christie administration has completed a preliminary analysis that puts the price of Sandy's destruction at the costly figure. The estimate will be further refined in the days ahead, officials say.

During Sandy’s height there were reported fire deaths as well as those caused by carbon monoxide poisoning! Improper use of candles, propane heaters and kitchen stoves were for the most part the causes. Sadly we generally concern ourselves during the day with fire and life safety in places where our work keeps the loss down but has little impact on the fires that cause the most civilian fire deaths.

Per NFPA in 2011, home structure fires caused 84% of the civilian fire deaths and 79% of the civilian fire injuries. Homes include one-and two-family homes, apartments, townhouses, row houses, and manufactured homes. In 2011, U.S. fire departments responded to an estimated 1,389,500 fires. These fires caused 3,005 civilian deaths and 17,500 civilian injuries. In the same year, 61 firefighters were fatally injured while on duty.

Almost all U.S. homes have at least one smoke alarm, but 62% of home fire deaths resulted from fires in homes without working smoke alarms. People who are under the influence of alcohol, drugs or medications, have disabilities, or are very close to where the fire started, may not be able to act on a smoke alarm’s warning.

Sprinklers decrease the fire death rate per 1,000 reported home fires by 83% and the average loss per home fire by 71%. NFPA’s Fire Sprinkler Initiative: Bringing Safety Home is a nationwide effort to encourage the use of home fire sprinklers and the adoption of fire sprinkler requirements for new construction. See www.firesprinklerinitiative.org.

It is time we deal with life safety where it can do the most good, in the home. Do you all have working smoke detection? Either a monitored system or smoke alarms as well as functional CO detectors. Every five years I give everyone in my family combination CO and Smoke Alarms, just saying with Christmas coming.

I hope to see a good turnout Monday night; it has been two months since we last met at the Hanover Manor.

Yours in life safety,

Ed Armm, SET
President NJSFPE
The US Fire Administration has produced a 5-minute video on how to complete an inspectors test. Some of you may find this “alarming” as they do not require doing the test at the most remote branch line of the system. A link to the video is as follows:

http://www.usfa.fema.gov/nfa/coffee-break/podcast_021208/

The U.S. Chemical Safety Board Receives Award for Three Produced Fire and Explosion Videos

The U.S. Chemical Safety Board receives award for three produced fire and explosion videos. from the Television, Internet and Video Association of D.C. (TIVA) for safety videos produced in 2012. The three videos and links to view them are as follows:

- Hot Work: Hidden Hazards (Bronze Award) – Two contractors were performing welding atop a 10,000 gallon slurry tank at a DuPont chemical facility near Buffalo, New York, when hot sparks ignited flammable vapors inside the tank, causing an explosion that killed one of the men and seriously injured another. http://www.csb.gov/videoroom/detail.aspx?vid=65&F=0&CID=1&pg=1&F_All=y

- Experimenting with Danger (Bronze Award) – A laboratory worker performing an experiment for an energetic materials project at Texas Tech University in Lubbock, Texas, was severely injured in an explosion. The video highlights two other academic lab accidents, one at UCLA and the other at Dartmouth College. http://www.csb.gov/videoroom/detail.aspx?vid=61&F=0&CID=1&pg=1&F_All=y
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Introduction

“Living on Earth is expensive, but it does include a free trip around the sun each year.” – unknown

As energy costs rise, solar power is becoming a fast growing energy source. Roof tops of industrial and commercial buildings are an ideal location to convert abundant sunshine into electricity and thus recover some of the money spent on this trip around the sun. However, it is not only for economic reasons that companies want to use their buildings for photovoltaic (PV) power generation, or rent their roofs to investors. Solar panel systems on a building are also a way of demonstrating commitment to improving the environment.

The purpose of this Tech Talk is to understand the fire hazards associated with photovoltaic systems. Adding photovoltaic systems to roofs (or walls) of commercial and industrial buildings is a relatively new approach and some of these buildings were involved in fires, which received extensive media coverage. Although many catastrophic warnings did not prove correct, the awareness has risen and the industry is actively working on technologies to prevent and mitigate fire hazards. Thus, the emphasis of this Tech Talk is on understanding the risks when there are no standard solutions available. From a property insurer’s perspective, two questions are of interest:

1. What is the impact of a rooftop or wall mounted PV system in a fire situation?
2. What is the intrinsic fire hazard of the photovoltaic system itself? How can it become an ignition source and thus increase the probability of a fire for a given building?

Photovoltaic systems are not only subject to fire, but also to natural hazards (e.g. windstorms, lightning, hailstorms, etc.), overvoltage, power surges, theft, etc., and proper protection is equally important, however, is not part of this document.

Photovoltaic Systems on Commercial Buildings

Photovoltaic systems on commercial and industrial buildings do not differ from installations on residential buildings other than in size and the fact that most are tied into the utility grid without onsite consumption and storage capacity (batteries). Currently, most solar installations are still made of rigid (crystalline silicon) photovoltaic modules, which are mechanically fastened to the roof. These solar modules are built up of cells and then arranged in strings and arrays:

Source: Kingspan Powerpanel

- A photovoltaic cell is the smallest semiconductor element within a PV module to perform the immediate conversion of light into electrical energy.
- A photovoltaic module (often also referred to as “photovoltaic panel”) is the smallest environmentally protected, essentially planar assembly of solar cells and ancillary parts (interconnections, terminals, and protective devices, such as diodes).
In a photovoltaic string, the modules are wired together in series to increase voltage. The voltage output of a solar panel/array is defined by the number of individual cells in series. The vast majority of large photovoltaic installations on buildings are currently 600 V DC in North America and 1000 V DC in Europe.

In a photovoltaic array, two or more strings are connected in parallel to increase amperage. The modules of such a single energy producing unit are assembled on a discrete structure with common support or mounting. In smaller systems, an array can consist of a single module.

Additional components of a PV system are the wiring harnesses (between modules and strings/arrays) and a group of strings are connected together at a junction called a combiner box. From the junction box(s), conductors carry the electricity to the inverter, the heart of a PV system. Photovoltaic cells produce direct current (DC) power, which needs to be converted into alternating current (AC) power in the inverter.

Impact of PV Systems in a Fire Situation

Life Safety Issues for Fire Fighters
When fire fighters arrive at a burning building, one of their first tasks is to disconnect utilities to the structure. However, this is not possible with solar systems since the PV system inverter can hold a charge and send electricity back up to the solar panels. The panels themselves will continue to produce power as long as the sun is shining and possibly even at night when bright lights are present. Thus, the conduit leading from the PV panels to an inverter remains live with direct current even after the main service panel has been shut-off. The fire services have to fight a fire in the presence of high DC voltage and current and can be subject to electric shock. During the course of fire on a building with a photovoltaic system, DC cable insulation might melt and cause a DC flash arc. The same can happen if a photovoltaic system is disconnected incorrectly. DC arcs are not only an ignition source themselves (which will be discussed later in more detail), but an additional life safety threat to fire fighters.

Other possible risks of photovoltaic systems for manual fire fighting are:

- Solar panels may block key points and pathways that fire fighters would otherwise use on a roof
- The added weight of a solar panel array may lead to roof collapse, if the integrity of the structure is already compromised by fire
- Potentially toxic fumes from decomposed products of the panels
- Falling objects from the roof top or wall
  (e.g., broken glass)

Photovoltaic systems have been installed on buildings initially without further training and coordination with fire departments. Some fire departments have refused to fight fires on residential houses when they noticed a solar system on the roof. Extensive media coverage of these cases has added to the fear. Meanwhile, best practice guidelines and training courses for fire fighters have been developed. Live electrical equipment with shock potential is not a new fire hazard; however, it has not been expected on ordinary building roofs. There are known tactics on how to deal with this, such as safety distances and using fog.
Safely disconnecting a PV system in a fire situation should ideally result in DC currents and voltages reduced to levels which are no longer hazardous to fire fighters. However, this would require isolation of each individual module and currently, there is no economically feasible solution for such an isolation tool. The so-called “fireman’s switch” has been launched on the German market. Additional isolators can be installed between strings / arrays and the inverter at roof top level to at least de-energize the main conduit leading from the roof to the inverter. These switches can be remotely actuated from a safe location.

**Combustibility of Photovoltaic Systems**

All components of a photovoltaic system exposed to sunshine and other exterior elements of weather need to have highly durable characteristics, and certain materials that have traditionally performed well in this regard (i.e., certain types of plastics), do not necessarily have good fire-resistant characteristics. The solar panels themselves typically contain limited plastics, but it is the frames, mounting systems, cables and boxes that can add to the combustible loading of an installation and eventually to the combustibility of the entire roof.

Standards for testing the performance of solar panels have been developed at an international level. While some address electrical performance, others address safety of the modules with respect to construction and operation. These safety standards also address fire behavior. The safety standards applied are IEC 61730 in Europe / Asia and ANSI/UL 1703 in North America. Both standards are very similar and contain elements of fire testing based on ASTM E-108/UL 790, “Test for Fire Performance of Roofing Materials.”

Factory Mutual plans to test entire PV systems (solar panels and mounting system) in accordance with ASTM E-108 and has already released Approval Standard 4476 for flexible photovoltaic modules and Approval Standard 4478 for rigid photovoltaic modules. In Europe, fire tests for evaluating the behavior of roof assemblies from external building fires are to be described in ENV 1187 (pre-norm) and classification of the products is described in EN 13501-5. ENV 1187 is not yet a harmonized norm and national standards are still used, such as DIN 4102-7. These tests are mandatory in Europe for building integrated PV systems.

As a result, the combustibility of a planned photovoltaic installation needs to be evaluated case by case. Fire test results for the panels alone are not enough as an increasing number of mounting systems made from plastics are on the market. There are no harmonized standards for solar cables (cables used in solar installations); however, fire test results and flame retardant characteristics of the cables need to be considered too.
Fires Initiated by Photovoltaic Systems

Photovoltaic systems are subject to electrical faults like any other electrical installation such as arc faults, short circuits, ground faults and reverse currents. These faults and other failures of the system, including cable insulation breakdowns, rupture of a module, and faulty connections, can result in hot spots that can ignite combustible material in their vicinity. Wrongly installed or defect DC/AC inverters have been the reason of several photovoltaic fires as well.

In the worst case, faulty conditions on the photovoltaic system will not only result in a hot spot, but also a DC arc. Arcing has been found to be the main reason of larger rooftop fires on commercial buildings starting on PV systems and have gained a lot of attention. Popular examples are the Target store in Bakersfield, California, and the warehouse of a logistic company in Bürscheid, Germany, both of which occurred in 2009.

Any disconnection or faulty connection of current carrying wire can cause an electric arc, which is the continuation of current flow through air. An arc-flash can occur when there is sufficient amperage and voltage and a path to ground or to a lower voltage. Any electric installation is exposed to the risk of arcs, but solar installations are particularly sensitive to this exposure because of the continuous DC current and the high currents (>10 A) and voltages (300-1000 V) involved. DC arcs do not self extinguish and can reach temperatures as high as 3000°C (5400°F). Arcs at this temperature can melt metal, which can fall as slag and ignite nearby combustible materials.

There are three types of arcs:

- **Serial arc**: Occurs when a connection is pulled apart while the PV is producing current. Typical reasons for serial arcs are loose connections or connector defects (e.g., in the soldered joints within the module). For this reason, special care also has to be taken when PV systems are isolated in a fire situation.

- **Parallel arc**: Occurs when an insulation system suffers breakdown. Two conductors of opposite polarity in the same DC circuit are often run in close proximity to each other. The insulation between the two wires can become ineffective due to animals chewing on them, UV breakdown, embrittlement, cracking, moisture ingress and freeze / thaw circles.

- **Ground arc**: Arc on ground cables; requires the fault of only one insulation system.

In past fire incidents, defective soldering, loose connections, ground faults, isolation faults, aging / corrosion, and bites from rodents have resulted in arcing. Most of them (other than bites from rodents) were related to installation and material deficiencies. Considering that the operating life of a PV system is more than 20 years, the true fire incidence rate may not become apparent for another 10 to 20 years when aging of the materials will occur. Furthermore, typical PV systems on commercial buildings have hundreds and even thousands of connectors, increasing the probability of faults occurring.

Currently, there is no final solution on how to mitigate the DC arc risk. The first line of defense is the quality of the components and the installation and the presence of protective devices for the entire electrical system.
Understanding the Fire Hazards of Photovoltaic Systems

The so-called "DC arc-fault circuit interrupter (AFCI)" is required by the 2011 Edition of NFPA 70, National Electric Code (NEC), for PV rooftop systems > 800 V DC is rather a loss control than a loss prevention feature. The devices are intended to detect DC arcs and eliminate them before they become a fire hazard. However, there are no such marketable devices available currently. The purpose of the 2011 NEC requirement is to stipulate the development and there are ongoing activities being coordinated by Underwriters Laboratories.

Protecting PV systems from high voltage DC arcing faults appears to be a promising mitigation means. However, reliable detection of arc faults is a severe challenge and determination of the appropriate corrective action is difficult. Arcs must be reliably detected, without causing false alarms. Different techniques can be applied, such as voltage, current, radiated energy or a combination of these. Taking corrective actions once the arc has been detected is the second challenge. Furthermore, the correct action for serial arcs can exacerbate a parallel arc. To extinguish a serial DC arc, power production must be ceased and current flow in the DC circuit must be reduced to a very low level. Extinguishment of a parallel arc requires the opposite action: two DC conductors must be shortened to bring the DC voltage to zero. The NEC currently only requires for protection from serial arcs.

**ARC Position**

Photovoltaic systems on commercial and industrial buildings are relatively new fire risk and there are no proven, standard protection concepts currently available. "Fire" protection for photovoltaic systems is not a classical "fire extinguishing issue"; it is rather a matter of preventing fires from happening in the first place by protective devices and high installation standards, minimizing the combustible loading should they happen, and avoiding unnecessary hazards for the fire services.

Before installing photovoltaic systems on high value commercial and industrial properties, a hazard and risk analysis should be conducted in order to determine if the fire risk can be minimized or if there is a potential for a catastrophic loss. As of today, there are no reliable means to eliminate the risk of arcing on DC photovoltaic systems and Allianz Risk Consulting strongly discourages the installation of photovoltaic systems on commercial / industrial buildings with combustible roofs (entirely combustible or with combustible insulation). If only components, such as the roof membrane of built-up roofs are combustible, further means of risk mitigation can be evaluated.

The following list consists of system design elements and loss prevention programs that can be used for minimizing the fire risk of photovoltaic installations. Codes and standards are not identical in the various regions of the world and protective devices are under development. The list has been kept general, however most items refer to rigid photovoltaic modules. There is very limited experience to date with building integrated photovoltaic systems (BIPV) and flexible photovoltaic modules.

**PV Arcing**

![Diagram of PV Arcing](image)

Source: Photovoltaic DC Arc-Fault Circuit Protection and UI. Subject 16998, UI, February 2011

In Germany, past PV system fire incidents resulted in the launch of a three year research project (2011-2014) carried out by TÜV Rheinland and Fraunhofer Institute ISE. This project addresses arcing, life safety of fire fighters and fire behavior of PV modules and other components.
Photovoltaic Panels

1. Only PV modules which comply with international standards for electrical performance and safety should be used. The safety standards, such as IEC 61730 and ANSI/UL 1703 address the combustibility of the modules. There are no uniform standards for evaluating the combustibility of the modules as roof assemblies.
2. Modules should have the approval / listing of an internationally recognized testing laboratory. Currently TÜV Rheinland tests the majority of panels (for compliance with international standards) and FM Approved panels are reportedly underway.
3. When evaluating the combustibility of the modules, the mounting system and the module frames need to be considered as well. Mounting systems and frames should be non-combustible.
4. In order to provide space for fire fighters to access the building, the size of the arrays should be limited. The roof should have sufficient pathways and perimeter space around PV modules so that fire fighters can traverse the roof safely. The required safety distance of the modules from firewalls and other smoke vents should be in accordance with the respective fire protection standards.

Cables

5. Only solar cables suitable for outdoor applications and severe weather conditions and UV radiation should be used. In the US, UL 4703 is applied since its release in 2005. In Europe, individual specifications per country are in use currently. The standards are not identical and when choosing solar cables, the fire performance should also be considered.
6. Protecting cables from severe weather conditions and from UV radiation helps to slow down the aging process and thus minimizes the risk of hot spots and arcing. Cables should be fixed and routed in close metal conduits; no loose cables should be allowed. Another means of minimizing the risk of arcing is routing positive and negative wires in separate conduits. Cables should not be run over sharp edges to avoid mechanical damage.
7. Routing of solar cables should not compromise fire compartments of the building (e.g., by penetrating parapeted fire walls). If this cannot be avoided, the openings need to be enclosed and sealed in accordance with the respective standards for fire walls.

8. Direct contact between cables or connectors and combustible roofing material, such as roof membranes, should be avoided. Cable conduits can be mounted on a steel structure and the area below the cables can be covered with a non-combustible material. Gravel has been used in some instances, however this additional weight may have a high impact on the roof load and lighter materials are preferred.
9. The main DC cables from the PV panel to the inverter should not be routed through the interior of a building; instead they should run along the outside. If for any reason the cable needs to be routed through the interior of a building, it should be enclosed in a fire resistant duct, chute or other enclosure.

Inverters

10. The inverter(s) should be easily accessible and protected from severe weather conditions. The preferred location is inside a separate non-combustible structure supervised by a fire detection system.
11. Inverter(s) should not be mounted on combustible walls such as wood panels or combustible sandwich panels.

Disconnect Requirements

12. A DC disconnector switch between the PV generator and the inverter should be provided, even if local electrical codes do not require this. This allows safe disconnection of a defect inverter or safe disconnection of modules for maintenance purposes. The DC disconnector can also be used in a fire situation.
13. Additional DC disconnector switch(es) closer to the modules ("roof top shut-off valve" or "fireman’s switch") should be considered to support manual fire fighting and de-energize major DC conduits with live currents and voltages. The switches should have remote actuators.

DC Arc Detection and Elimination

14. The risk of DC arcs can be minimized in a high quality installation, however cannot be excluded and the use of DC arc detection and interruption devices for photovoltaic systems should be considered once approved devices are available.
Emergency Response

15. PV systems should be labeled in a clear and systematic manner to ensure that technicians and fire fighters can quickly and easily identify key elements of the system. Standards for labeling are available in some countries.
16. Pre-emergency plans and drawings for the fire department should include the fire hazard of the photovoltaic system and the disconnection means. The plan should also contain contact details of reliable (24 hr availability) and qualified electricians familiar with the installation who are able to safely disconnect the system. Disconnecting photovoltaic systems should normally not be left to the fire department.
17. The local fire department should be informed of and familiarized with the photovoltaic installation. They can be given a set of the plans to refer to in case of emergency.

Installation, Maintenance and Inspection

18. PV systems should only be installed by qualified contractors. Training courses and certification processes are available.
19. PV systems should be inspected regularly by qualified professionals.
20. PV systems should be regularly checked for damage from rodents and other pests, which could compromise wiring or insulation.

Other

21. Although not covered in this document, proper grounding of the photovoltaic installation along with overcurrent protection and possibly lightning protection are of paramount importance to avoid any electrical fault that could lead to hot spots and eventually arcing.
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**SUMMARY DESCRIPTION OF DUTIES:**

RESPONSIBLE FOR PROVIDING CORPORATE FIRE PROTECTION ENGINEERING SERVICES IN BOTH PROGRAMMATIC & TECHNICAL MATTERS. WORKS WITH CORPORATE & LINE MANAGEMENT IN THE DEVELOPMENT & OR INTERPRETATION OF FIRE PROTECTION POLICY & STANDARDS AS APPLIED TO THE PROTECTION OF LIFE, PROPERTY LOSS PREVENTION, & THE INTERRUPTION OF BUSINESS OPERATIONS. WORKS CLOSELY WITH ARCHITECTS & ENGINEERS BY PROVIDING FIRE PROTECTION ENGINEERING CONSULTATION FOR THE DESIGN OF NEW COMMERCIAL & POWER GENERATING FACILITIES & FOR FIRE PROTECTION IMPROVEMENTS TO EXISTING FACILITIES. CONDUCTS RISK ASSESSMENTS TO EVALUATE THE POTENTIAL FOR LOSS OF LIFE & PROPERTY DAMAGE FROM THE THREAT OF FIRE & OTHER SIMILAR PERILS. RESPONSIBLE AS FIRE PROTECTION EXPERT IN MATTERS SUCH AS LIFE SAFETY, PROPERTY PROTECTION & INDUSTRIAL LOSS PREVENTION. HAS ROUTINE CONTACT WITH SENIOR LEVEL MANAGERS AT BOTH THE CORPORATE OFFICES & AT THE POWER PLANTS.

**MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS:**

A B.S. IN FIRE PROTECTION ENGINEERING OR RELATED FIELD OF ENGINEERING FROM AN ACCREDITED UNIVERSITY. 10+ YEARS OF PROGRESSIVE EXPERIENCE IN FIRE PROTECTION ENGINEERING. MUST BE ELIGIBLE FOR ACCEPTANCE AS A MEMBER GRADE IN THE SOCIETY OF FIRE PROTECTION ENGINEERS. MULTI-TASK ORIENTED, EXCELLENT WRITTEN & ORAL COMMUNICATION SKILLS, & DEMONSTRATE EXCELLENT ANALYTICAL, CREATIVE PROBLEM SOLVING, CUSTOMER FOCUS, & LEADERSHIP SKILLS. PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERING REGISTRATION BY EXAM IN FIRE PROTECTION IN THE STATE OF TENNESSEE IS REQUIRED. COMPREHENSIVE KNOWLEDGE & IN-DEPTH ABILITY TO USE FIRE PROTECTION ENGINEERING THEORY, PRINCIPLES, PRACTICES & STATE-OF-THE-ART TECHNOLOGY. EXPERT WORKING KNOWLEDGE OF BOTH FIRE SUPPRESSION & FIRE DETECTION SYSTEMS & THE NECESSARY MECHANICAL & ELECTRICAL INTERFACES BETWEEN THEM & OTHER BUILDING SYSTEMS. PROFICIENT IN FLUID HYDRAULIC THEORY TO EVALUATE & DESIGN WATER BASED FIRE SUPPRESSION & WATER SUPPLY SYSTEMS.

**TVA WIDE Salary Policy**

HOW TO APPLY – Complete form TVA 9824. 
Send Completed form along with your resume or list of qualifications to HR Transaction Processing at: hrtransaction2@tva.gov - (preferred method) 
Signature not required if e-mailed 
Or via interoffice mail to HRTP -LP 3A-C

Posting Date: 07/26/2012
Closing Date: 08/06/2012
Applications received after closing date are not entitled to consideration, but may be considered at the option of TVA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OFFICE</th>
<th>WORK LOCATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES</td>
<td>CHATTANOOGA - COC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OPERATION</th>
<th>POSITION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PROPERTY &amp; NATURAL RESOURCES</td>
<td>FIRE PROTECTION ENGR (CAO) C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&amp; NEW FACILITIES</td>
<td>1 Position</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DIVISION</th>
<th>SCHEDULE</th>
<th>GRADE</th>
<th>MARKET RANGE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ARCHITECTURE &amp; ENGINEERING</td>
<td>CE</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>$79,120.00 - $119,860.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ANNOUNCEMENT NUMBER**

3140/3
Employment Opportunity

Property Insurer Process Industries Engineering Manager Opportunity

Process Industries Engineering Manager opportunity working for the Global division of a property insurer. The position location is flexible and can be based in NYC, Hartford or Boston. Develop and maintain engineering procedures, guidelines and standards specific to the PI sector but also applicable to a broad base of account types. This position will hire in a field PI team. Excellent salary possibilities and about 30% overnight travel in the U.S. Property insurer experience is a must.

Pat Allen Associates has specialized in safety recruitment for thirty years. We keep a constantly changing nationwide list of safety, loss control, HPR, IH and construction job openings on our web site at [http://www.patallen.com](http://www.patallen.com) We also have an electronic profile at the site which enters directly into our database. Submit a profile and we will be able to keep you in mind. Please click on our link above to view our current opportunities or simply forward this message on to an interested friend.

Dennis Allen  (518) 312-3800 [http://www.patallen.com](http://www.patallen.com)
MEETING NOTICE

Date: December 3, 2012

Place: Hanover Manor
16 Eagle Rock Avenue
East Hanover, NJ 07936

Price: $30.00

Dinner: 5:00-6:00 (Cash bar for mixed drinks)
Dinner at 6 PM

Topic: NFPA 72—Life Safety. Ed Armm will review the changes to NFPA 72 based on a presentation by Lee Richardson which will be published in the December 2012 issue of Fire Protection Engineering Emerging Trends

Speaker: Ed Armm—RJA Associates

Please note for this meeting:
All officers, directors and committee chairman are requested to attend a meeting at 4:00 p.m. at the Hanover Manor.

PLEASE COMPLETE AND RETURN WITH YOUR CHECK PAYABLE TO “SFPE NJ CHAPTER” TO:

Vicki Serafin
Affiliated FM
400 Interpace Parkway, Bldg C - 3rd Floor
Parsippany, NJ 07054-1196
Phone: (973) 541-6771
Fax: (973) 541-6909

OR PAY AT THE DOOR

NAME: __________________________________________________________
COMPANY:___________________________TELEPHONE:______________________
# Meeting Dates/Programs 2012-2013

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Speaker/Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dec. 3</td>
<td>NFPA 72—Life Safety—Speaker: Ed Armm, RJA Associates</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb. 4</td>
<td>Designing of Foam systems and the challenges that go along with making these systems work—Speaker: Jim Schwander, <em>Territory Manager Foam Systems - East and Central Regions USA, Tyco Fire Protection Products</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April</td>
<td>Joint NY/NJ Seminar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 6</td>
<td>Reliable Valve Trailer and NJFSAB Fire Sprinkler Burn Trailer—Speaker: Tom Fields</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 3</td>
<td>Chemical Safety Board speaker on Large Loss Causes and Lessons Learned ANNUAL MEETING—Officer &amp; Director Elections</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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ADAAG  http://www.access-board.gov/adaag/about/index.htm
AFAA National  http://www.afaa.org/
AFSA  http://www.firesprinkler.org/
ANSI  http://web.ansi.org/
ASHRAE  http://www.ashrae.org/
Campus-Firewatch  http://www.campus-firewatch.com/
Coffee Break Training  http://www.usfa.dhs.gov/efa/coffee-break/
CPSC  http://www.cpsc.gov/
CSAA  http://www.csaa.org/
Municipal Codes (E Codes)  http://www.generalcode.com/Webcode2.html
FM Global  http://www.fmglobal.com/
FSDANY  http://www.fsdany.org/reg.htm
FSI  http://www.firesprinklerinitiative.org/
FSSA  http://www.fssa.net/
Fire Tech Productions—Nicet Training (FTP)  http://www.firetech.com/
Home Fire Spklr Coalition  http://www.homefiresprinkler.org/
AFAA-NJ  http://www.afaanj.org/
National of Fire Equipment Distributors (NAFED) -  http://www.nafed.org/index.cfm

ADVERTISE IN THE FUSIBLE LINK

Do you want your business to be known by over 125 professionals in the local Fire Protection industry? Advertise in the Fusible Link. $100 per chapter fiscal year. Contact Vicki Serafin for more info: Vicki.serafin@affiliated.fm.com